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Understanding
and
harnessing
the
persuasive powers of narrative is central to
U.S. and international counter-terrorism
efforts. There is an urgent need to
understand the narrative tactics of terrorist
recruitment and an equal if not greater need
to destabilize and exploit the weaknesses of
those narratives. Maan makes a connection,
unique to terrorism studies, between the
mechanisms of colonizing narratives and
psychological warfare aimed at the recruit.
The
power
of
both
relies
on
misidentification, both types of narratives
encourage individuals to take actions
contrary to their best interests, and both are
insidious: they are continued internally
without the implementation of external
physical force.While these narrative
strategies have been powerful, Maan makes
the argument, also unique to terrorism
studies, that certain types of compositional
structures lend themselves to manipulation
and the weakness of those structures can be
exploited from a security standpoint.
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narrative is central to U.S. and international counter-terrorism efforts. Maan makes a connection, unique to terrorism
studies, between the mechanisms of colonizing narratives and psychological warfare aimed at the recruit.
Understanding and harnessing the persuasive powers of narrative is central to U.S. and international counter-terrorism
efforts. There is an urgent need to Field Principles for Countering and Displacing Extremist Narratives How can
Strategic Communication contribute to Counterterrorism? Strategic communication can be utilised to counter terrorist
narratives and to support Winning the Battle but Losing the War? Narrative and Counter Description: Terrorism
has always been a battle of ideas, reflecting a desire for violent and immediate political transformation. The technologies
available in a Developing Effective Counter-Narrative Frameworks for Countering Sep 16, 2014 the need for
effective counter-narrative strategies to prevent the spread of violent extremism and terrorism is more relevant than ever.
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Strategies at . Read honest and unbiased product reviews from Counter Terrorism Narrative Strategies - Home Why Pakistan Does Not Have a Counterterrorism Narrative works of various strategic communication experts, and
helps illustrate the narrative landscapes of Mastering the Narrative: Counterterrorism Strategic Communication
One of the strategies has been to develop a counter-narrative. Indeed, the current American discourse on the war on
terror has been so successful, he claims Counterterrorism Narrative Pakistan by Muhammad Feyyaz
Counter-Terrorism makes a connection, unique to terrorism studies, between the mechanisms of colonizing narratives
and psychological warfare aimed at Narrative and Counterterrorism in the Digital Age - The Strategy Bridge Sep 3,
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Strategies by Ajit Maan (ISBN: 9780761867753) from Amazons Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders.
Mastering the Narrative: Counterterrorism Strategic Communication Jul 14, 2015 Narrative: The Critical
Component of Counter-Terrorism Strategy. Ajit Maan. The shock and awe campaign being waged by ISIS is one we did
Counter Terrorism Narrative Strategies - Home - Terrorism has always been a battle of ideas, reflecting a desire for
violent and immediate political transformation. The technologies available in a globalized
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